Press release
Absolute comfort at the heart of the home
Explore all the variety for the window – sun shading for the kitchen
Every room has its own particular requirements for brightness and sun shading.
Generally, plenty of glare-free light is required in the kitchen from morning until night
for cooking and housework. And if this is also where the dining area is, then the
atmosphere should be aimed more at comfort when sharing a meal together. This calls
for flexible sun shading that allows the incidence of light to be adjusted to the time of
day and the occupants' requirements. Warema offers a wide range of solutions here
that blend harmoniously with the ambience and guarantee well-being in the kitchen.

Daylight and privacy can be enjoyed in equal measure
with Warema's external venetian blinds. As well as
creating a feel-good ambience in the kitchen, where the
individually adjustable slat angles allow the incidence of
sun light to be controlled as desired, they also offer
protection against curious glances.
Picture no. 9960018
Products used: Warema external venetian blind

Warema pleated blinds can be used for many different
purposes. They are suitable both for small tilt and turn
windows and for large balcony doors. The honeycomb
patterns are available in pretty colours and different
degrees of transparency. The air pocket of the
honeycombs also offer excellent heat insulation.
Picture no.: 15724
Products used: Warema pleated blind made of honeycomb fabric
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As well as offering an abundance of attractive slat
designs, the installation technology of the Warema
venetian blind is also extremely uncomplicated so it can
also easily be installed in rental properties. Adhesive
profiles or Velcro supports mean that clean installation
with absolutely no screws or tools is possible.
Picture no. 9951475
Products used: Warema venetian blind

Especially in the kitchen, the sun shading system is
exposed to a high level of humidity from evaporating
cooking water. In this special environment, fabric may
well lose its shape and colour over time. In order to
ensure the durability of the sun shading system, Warema
offers textiles that are suitable for use in humid
environments, for instance in the form of pleated blinds.
Picture no. 9960059
Products used: Warema pleated blind

The lighting ambience on the inside is also determined
by the external sun shading system. The performance
spectrum of the external blind can be utilised in full with
the assistance of intelligent controls. Pre-defined settings
can easily be operated by smartphone with a userfriendly smart-home solution such as WMS Webcontrol
by Warema.
Picture no.: 17681v15
Products used: Warema WMS Webcontrol and external venetian blind

The bracket roller blind by Warema appeals for its
filigree looks, and offers aesthetic sun shading for
modern interiors. The options for operating the motor
either by means of a ball chain or manually ensure that
regulating the incidence of light is as easy as possible.
Picture no. 9958496
Products used: Warema bracket roller blind
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A freely suspended pleated blind offers airy protection for
large windows. Thanks to the varied colour spectrum, the
curtain can be matched harmoniously to its surroundings.
The oriental charm of the accordion-pleated fabric
creates a holiday atmosphere.
Picture no.16420
Products used: Warema freely suspended pleated blind

The occupants can use the flexible slats of the venetian
blind to measure the incidence of light in the room
individually, which results in a pleasant interplay between
light and shadow. Installing it in the glass profile retains
the full functionality of the tilt and turn window. And
leaves the window fully accessible for ventilation.
Picture no. 17910v1
Products used: Warema glass profile venetian blind

Two of the main advantages of Warema products are
customisation for the particular installation situation and
the tremendous range of creative design options. This
trapezoid pleated blind proves that attractive light, glare
and sun shading solutions can also be made for unusual
window shapes.
Picture no.: 18658v1
Products used: Warema pleated blind, special shape

Depending on the particular design, roller blinds are
suitable for almost any window size and, thanks to the
height-adjustable curtain, offer targeted protection
against curious glances and the sun's rays. They are
available in a wide range of designs for individual
window dressings. At the same time, by choosing slightly
transparent or completely opaque fabrics, the user can
decide how much sun to allow through.
Picture no.: 19854
Products used: Warema bracket roller blind, design package with ball chain
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Horizontal pleats guarantee effective protection against
insects if swivel or sash frames are not possible due to
a lack of space. The pleats can be pulled up or folded
horizontally, meaning the occupants of the room can
enjoy fresh air with no concerns while insects and
pollen are left outside.
Picture no.: 19093v4
Products used: Warema insect screen pleated blind
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